Remo Software unveils the all new
upgraded edition of its Data Recovery
Software – Remo Recover version 5.0
BANGALORE, India, March 15, 2019 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Dealing with data in
almost every aspect of daily routine makes data loss and data recovery,
center of everything. The predecessor of Remo Recover (5.0) has made a very
strong presence in the field of data recovery by gaining a lot of Merits and
Awards to its name. When you have a top line product outperforming all its
competitors, it’s quite difficult to match up with the expectations and
enhance operability at the same time.

Nevertheless, Remo Software has accomplished this quite spectacularly: Remo
Recover 5.0 is clearly designed better than the previous version in every
aspect. Right from the user interface with unparalleled ease of user
navigation to the deep scan engine, Remo Recover 5.0 has set new standards
for data recovery software.
Thanks to the latest version, data recovery is much easier now. Complicated
data loss scenarios – like lost partition or corrupt file system – can easily
be handled by this tool. According to its developers, every minute detail of

the tool is a result of numerous iterations. For example: data recovery
software’s are known to crash when scanning huge amounts of storage, so this
tool has been designed to handle these situations really well.
Some other upgrades include flawless support for memory cards greater than 64
GB that are formatted on mobiles and desktop. With deep scan ability, the
hard drive recovery software also performs file signature search at sector
level of the hard drive. Considering all this Remo Recover is definitely set
to be a standout product that is going to help a lot of users recover data.
Learn more: https://www.remosoftware.com/remo-recover-windows-pro
Download free data recovery software to learn all about the amazing
functionality. Learn more: https://www.remosoftware.com/download

About Remo Software:
From its advent in 2011, Remo Software has been committed to make digital
life easy by designing problem specific software solutions for common users.
Over the past years Remo Software has unveiled over 30 plus quality apps for
Windows, Mac, Android and IOS users. All these apps have set standards at
various levels in the fields of data recovery, file repair, data management
etc.
A Microsoft Gold Partner with product reach of 106 countries, Remo Software
is also globally recognized for breaking interoperability & data management
barriers across various devices and pioneering IOT applications. Learn more
at: https://www.remosoftware.com/
VIDEO (YouTube): https://youtu.be/MlyBhRDlRE8

